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ABSTRACT
We present AspectLTL, a temporal-logic based language for
the specification and implementation of crosscutting concerns. AspectLTL enables the modular declarative specification of expressive concerns, covering the addition of new
behaviors, as well as the specification of safety and liveness properties. Moreover, given an AspectLTL specification, consisting of a base system and a set of aspects, we
provide AspectLTL with a composition and synthesis-based
weaving process, whose output is a correct-by-construction
executable artifact. The language is supported by a prototype tool and is demonstrated using a running example.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A common characteristic of languages of the aspectoriented programming paradigm [19] and of related advanced
modularity paradigms, is that their structural building blocks
specify separate, yet possibly inter-dependent crosscutting
concerns. This poses a major challenge, which is the automated composition or weaving of these separate specifications or program pieces into a single correct implementation, one which can be programmatically executed and
indeed supports and follows the different concerns. To address this challenge, a balance needs to be made between
the extent of modularity of the program specification or
code to go beyond traditional abstraction boundaries, the
language’s expressive power in specifying and manipulating
system behavior, and the ability to automatically transform
or weave such a modular specification or code into an exe∗This research was supported by The John von Neumann
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cutable correct artifact. The more modular or structurally
and syntactically separate yet semantically inter-dependent
and expressive the language constructs are, the more difficult it becomes to automatically generate a correct implementation.
In this work we present AspectLTL, a language for the
specification and implementation of crosscutting concerns,
based on linear temporal logic (ltl) [26]. The aspects of
AspectLTL, called ltl aspects, enable the declarative specification of expressive crosscutting concerns. These include
the specification of safety properties, which may be used to
prevent a base system from visiting ‘bad states’, the specification of liveness (fairness) properties, which may be used
to force a base system to visit ‘good states’ (infinitely often),
and the addition of new behaviors to a base system, which is
done by specifying the existence of new transitions and new
states as necessary. To use the categorization by Katz [16],
ltl aspects can specify spectative, regulative, and invasive
aspects.
Moreover, we provide AspectLTL with a synthesis-based
weaving process, whose output is a correct-by-construction
executable artifact. Following a composition of the specified
aspects with a base system, using symbolic disjunctive and
conjunctive operations, we formulate the problem of correct
weaving as a synthesis problem [27], essentially a game between the environment and the (augmented) base system.
An algorithm based on [25] is used to solve the game, that
is, to provide the augmented system with a winning strategy,
if any.
If a winning strategy is found, it is presented as a deterministic, executable automaton, which represents an augmented base system whose behavior is guaranteed to adhere
to the specified aspects, in all possible environments. If a
winning strategy is not found, we know that it does not exist, that is, that no system exists which is based on the base
system and can adhere to the specified ltl aspects in all
environments. Thus, ltl aspect composition and synthesis
is sound and complete.
Our work can be viewed as demonstrating how correct aspect weaving can be reduced to (a variant of) the classical
synthesis problem. The synthesis problem was first identified by Church [5], and several methods have been proposed
for its solution [4, 30]. The problem was considered again
in [27] in the context of synthesizing reactive modules from
a specification given in ltl, but the high complexity established in [27, 28] caused the synthesis process to be identified
as hopelessly intractable and discouraged many practitioners from ever attempting to use it for any sizeable system

development. However, a more recent work [25] presents an
efficient polynomial time algorithm for the synthesis of specifications of a subset of ltl, namely the class of Generalized
Reactivity(1) formulae (gr(1)). Our work uses (a fragment
of) the gr(1) fragment of ltl and the algorithm presented
in [25]. We give a brief overview of ltl and of the work
in [25] in Sec. 2.
An AspectLTL specification is made of a base system,
given as a finite-state machine specified in an smv [1] format, and a set of ltl aspects, each of which is specified in
a similar smv-like format, containing a symbolic representation of the aspect’s added behaviors (transitions) and a
related ltl specification. As the base system assumes nothing about the ltl aspects it may be woven with, AspectLTL
supports obliviousness. Moreover, the use of the symbolic
representation provides quantification: rather than relating
to concrete states, a single formula typically relates to a set
of states. These two language features, obliviousness and
quantification, are considered a distinguishing characteristic of aspect languages [11], and so, indeed, AspectLTL is
an aspect language.
An aspect language has a join point model (jpm), which
defines the points where an aspect may interfere with a base,
how these points may be specified, and how the additional
aspect behavior is defined. AspectLTL features a very general and permissive jpm: it allows new transitions to be
added at any state of the base system: all states are possible join points and pointcuts are not specified explicitly. The
“advice” of ltl aspects has not only local and specific effect
on selected points along the execution, but also a global,
temporal and general effect on ongoing, infinite executions.
Some previous works have formally characterized aspects
using ltl or automata, mainly in order to prove aspect
correctness using model-checking techniques (see, e.g., [12,
21]). Other works translate ltl properties into corresponding monitors written using aspect code (e.g., in AspectJ),
as a means for ltl runtime verification (see, e.g., [32]). In
contrast to the above two lines of work, our main goal is
to use an ltl characterization of aspects as an input for a
composition and synthesis process, in order to produce a
correct-by-construction executable system. In other words,
we use ltl not only as a specification language but also as a
programming language, leading directly into an executable
artifact.
An interesting line of research that has attracted attention in recent years is the correct composition and program
synthesis of features. Typically, these works consider composition at the level of safe type checking (see, e.g., [14,
33]): features can be composed if the resulting program is
type-safe and compiles. AspectLTL program synthesis is
different: in addition to type safety, correct composition is
defined at the level of the semantics of the specification. We
discuss related work in Sec. 9.
To demonstrate our ideas in this paper, we use a running
example. The example is initially built from an underlying
base system, which models a service for students exams. We
start off with a base system, and use it as a minimal basis
on which to add aspects. The running example is small
enough to fit into a paper, yet complex enough to allow us
to highlight the unique features of our work.
AspectLTL is supported by a prototype Eclipse plug-in,
which we have developed on top of Jtlv [29], a framework
for the development of verification algorithms, using bdd-

based symbolic mechanisms. We used this prototype to define several AspectLTL specifications, to weave them, and to
run the generated executable artifacts. We briefly describe
the plug-in’s features in Sec. 8.
We consider the version of AspectLTL presented in this
paper to be a basic version, capturing the essence of the
language. Extensions to its expressive power and some other
additional features are briefly discussed in Sec. 6. Several
possible applications of our work are discussed in Sec. 7.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we briefly provide background material on ltl and synthesis. Sec. 3 defines the basic AspectLTL language and
Sec. 4 defines its weaving mechanism, together with some
examples. Sec. 5 presents additional examples of ltl aspects. Sec. 6 discusses possible extensions to the basic version of AspectLTL presented in the previous sections, and
Sec. 7 discusses some advanced topics and future work related to the language and its possible applications. Sec. 8
presents the prototype implementation, Sec. 9 discusses related work, and Sec. 10 concludes and suggests directions
for future work.

2.

PRELIMINARIES

We give a rather technical but short introduction to linear
temporal logic, to the synthesis problem, and to its solution
in [25] as used in this paper.1

2.1

Linear Temporal Logic

Linear temporal logic (ltl) [22, 26] extends propositional
logic with operators that describe variables valuations along
infinite computation paths. Given a finite set of atomic
propositions P , ltl formulae are constructed as
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ |
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where
ϕ is the next temporal operator, roughly meaning
that ϕ is true in the next step in the computation, ϕ U ψ is
the until operator, roughly meaning that in any sequence of
future steps ϕ is true until ψ is true,
ϕ is the previous operator, the past version of the next operator
ϕ, and ϕ S ψ
is the since operator, the past version of until . We use the
usual abbreviations of the Boolean connectives ∧, → and ↔
and the usual definitions for true and false. Additional future temporal operators,
(eventually) and
(globally),
are defined as abbreviations to true U ϕ and ¬
¬ϕ, respectively. Additional past temporal operators,
(once),
(historically), and B (backto), are defined as abbreviations
to true S ϕ, ¬
¬ϕ, and (ϕ S ψ) ∨
ϕ, respectively.
A model σ for a formula ϕ is an infinite sequence of truth
assignments to propositions. Namely, if Pb is the set of
propositions appearing in ϕ, then for every finite set P such
that Pb ⊆ P , a word in (2P )ω is a model. Given a model
σ = σ0 , σ1 , . . ., we denote by σi the set of propositions at
position i. For a formula ϕ and a position i ≥ 0, we say
that ϕ holds at position i of σ, written σ, i |= ϕ, and define
it inductively as follows:
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• For p ∈ P we have σ, i |= p iff p ∈ σi .
• σ, i |= ¬ϕ iff σ, i 6|= ϕ
1

In our work we use variables that range over any finite
domain. These can be reduced to the Boolean variables
used in the theoretical framework below.

• σ, i |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff σ, i |= ϕ or σ, i |= ψ
• σ, i |=

2 ϕ iff σ, i + 1 |= ϕ

• σ, i |= ϕ U ψ iff there exists k ≥ i such that σ, k |= ψ
and σ, j |= ϕ for all j, i ≤ j < k
• σ, i |=

 ϕ iff i > 0 and σ, i − 1 |= ϕ

• σ, i |= ϕ S ψ iff there exists k, 0 ≤ k ≤ i such that
σ, k |= ψ and σ, j |= ϕ for all j, k < j ≤ i
If σ, 0 |= ϕ, then we say that ϕ holds on σ and denote it by
σ |= ϕ. A set of models M satisfies ϕ, denoted M |= ϕ, if
every model in M satisfies ϕ.
A formula that does not include temporal operators is a
Boolean formula (or an assertion). Given a set of Boolean
variables V, we define a state s to be an interpretation of V,
assigning to each variable v ∈ V a value s[v] ∈ {0, 1}. We
denote the set of all possible states by ΣV (or simply Σ, if
V is clear from the context), i.e., ΣV = 2V . We extend the
evaluation function s[·] to Boolean expressions over V in the
usual way. A state s satisfies an assertion ϕ, denoted by
s |= ϕ, iff s[ϕ] = true. We say that s is a ϕ-state if s |= ϕ.
Given a formula ϕ and a set of states S ⊆ ΣV , we say that
S satisfies ϕ, denoted by S |= ϕ, if s |= ϕ holds for all s ∈ S.

2.2

Discrete Systems

A discrete system (ds) [17] is a symbolic representation
of a transition system with finitely many states. Formally,
a ds D = hV, θ, ρi consists of the following components:
• V = {v1 , ..., vn } : A finite set of Boolean variables. A
state s is an interpretation of V, i.e., s ∈ ΣV .
• θ : The initial condition. This is an assertion over V
characterizing all the initial states of the ds. A state
is called initial if it satisfies θ.
0

• ρ : A transition relation. This is an assertion ρ(V ∪V ),
relating a state s ∈ ΣV to its D-successors s0 ∈ ΣV 0 ,
i.e., (s, s0 ) |= ρ.
We define a run of the ds D to be a maximal sequence
of states σ = s0 , s1 , . . . satisfying (i) initiality, i.e., s0 |= θ,
and (ii) consecution, i.e., for every j ≥ 0, (sj , s0j+1 ) |= ρ. A
sequence σ is maximal if either σ is infinite or σ = s0 , . . . , sk
and sk has no D-successor, i.e., for all sk+1 ∈ Σ, (sk , s0k+1 ) 6|=
ρ.
We say that a ds D satisfies a specification ϕ, denoted
D |= ϕ, if every run of D satisfies ϕ.
Given a subset of variables X ⊆ V, a ds D is deterministic with respect to X , if (i) for all states s, t ∈ ΣV , if s |= θ,
t |= θ, and both s and t have the same projection to the variables in X , then s = t, and (ii) for all states s, s0 , s00 ∈ ΣV ,
if (s, s0 ) |= ρ, (s, s00 ) |= ρ, and both s0 and s00 have the same
projection to the variables in X , then s0 = s00 . Otherwise,
D is called non-deterministic. Note that conventional programs (i.e., “real” programs) are deterministic with respect
to their input variables.
Given a subset of variables X ⊆ V, a ds D is complete
with respect to X , if (i) for every assignment sX ∈ ΣX , there
exists a state s ∈ ΣV such that its projection to X is sX , and
s |= θ, and (ii) for all states s ∈ ΣV and assignments s0X ∈
ΣX , there exists a state s0 ∈ ΣV such that its projection to
X is s0X , and (s, s0 ) |= ρ.

A deterministic and complete discrete system is called a
controller .
Finally, we are interested in open systems, that is, systems
that interact with their environment. We model an open
system by a discrete system whose variables are divided between environment controlled variables (inputs) and system
controlled variables (outputs). A specification for an open
system is intended to hold for all possible environments.
That is, to satisfy a specification, the system should guarantee that all its runs satisfy the specification, regardless of
the environments choice of assignments to input variables.

2.3

Game Structures

We define a game structure (gs) G = hV, X , Y, θe , θs , ρe ,
ρs , ϕi with the following components:
• V = {v1 , . . . , vn } : A finite set of Boolean variables. A
state and the set of states ΣV are defined as before.
• X ⊆ V is a set of input variables. These are variables
controlled by the environment.
• Y = V \ X is a set of output variables. These are
variables controlled by the system.
• θe is an assertion over X characterizing the initial
states of the environment.
• θs is an assertion over V characterizing the initial states
of the system.
• ρe (V, X 0 ) is the transition relation of the environment.
This is an assertion relating a state s ∈ Σ to a possible
next input value sX ∈ ΣX by referring to unprimed
copies of V and primed copies of X . The transition
relation ρe identifies valuation sX ∈ ΣX as a possible
input in state s if (s, sX ) |= ρe .
• ρs (V, X 0 , Y 0 ) is the transition relation of the system.
This is an assertion relating a state s ∈ Σ and an input
value sX ∈ ΣX to an output value sY ∈ ΣY by referring
to primed and unprimed copies of V. The transition
relation ρs identifies a valuation sY ∈ ΣY as a possible
output in state s reading input sX if (s, sX , sY ) |= ρs .
• ϕ is the winning condition, given by an ltl formula.
For two states s and s0 of G, s0 is a successor of s if (s, s0 ) |=
ρe ∧ ρs . A play σ of G is a maximal sequence of states
σ : s0 , s1 , . . . satisfying initiality namely s |= θe ∧ θs , and
consecution namely, for each j ≥ 0, sj+1 is a successor of
sj . Let G be a gs and σ be a play of G. From a state
s, the environment chooses an input sX ∈ ΣX such that
(s, sX ) |= ρe and the system chooses an output sY ∈ ΣY
such that (s, sX , sY ) |= ρs .
A play σ is winning for the system if it is infinite and it
satisfies ϕ. Otherwise, σ is winning for the environment.
A strategy for the system is roughly defined to be a partial function f : Σ+ × ΣX 7→ ΣY , such that given a sequence
of states and an input valuation, ranges to an output valuation. Strategy f is winning for the system from state s ∈ ΣV
if all plays departing from s are winning for the system. A
state s ∈ ΣV is a winning state for the system if there exists
a winning strategy for the system from s. For player environment, strategies, winning strategies, and winning states
are defined dually.

3.

A game structure G is said to be winning for the system,
if for all sX ∈ ΣX , if sX |= θe , then there exists sY ∈ ΣY
such that (sX , sY ) |= θs and (sX , sY ) is a winning state,
namely there exists a winning stategy departing from state
(sX , sY ).

2.4

We are now ready to present the AspectLTL language. We
define the abstract syntax, the concrete syntax, and the semantics of AspectLTL. The ideas and definitions are demonstrated using a running example made of a base system and
number of aspects.

Realizability and Synthesis

3.1

Given a specification, realizability amounts to checking
whether there exists a controller that satisfies it. If the
specification is realizable, then the construction of such a
controller constitutes a solution for the synthesis problem.
In our current work, we are interested in the synthesis of
ltl specifications that are written (or can be rewritten) in
the form defined below.

e
• VB
= {u1 , ..., vm } : A finite set of environment Boolean
variables.
s
• VB
= {v1 , ..., vn } : A finite set of system Boolean variables.

• θB : An assertion over VB characterizing the initial
states of B.

(1)

where

0
• ρB : An assertion over VB ∪ VB
characterizing the
transition relation of B.

(i) ϕi is a Boolean formula which characterizes the initial
states of the implementation.
V
(ii) ϕt is a formula of the form i∈I
Bi where each Bi
is a Boolean combination of variables from X ∪ Y and
expressions of the form
v where v ∈ X ∪Y. ϕt characterizes the transition relation of the implementation.
V
(iii) ϕg is a formula of the form i∈I
Bi where each
Bi is a Boolean formula. ϕg characterizes liveness requirements for the implementation.

2
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0

Note that we do not require a base system B to be deterministic (although our generated controller should be dee
terministic and complete with respect to VB
). In cases
where the base system represents a ‘real’ concrete implementation, it would indeed be deterministic. Supporting
non-deterministic base systems is useful because it enables
the use of abstractions.
The concrete syntax to describe a base system is taken
from the input format of smv [1]. As an example, the smv
for the base system of our running example, which models
a service for students exams, is shown in List. 1.

01

[25] presented an efficient polynomial time algorithm for
the realizability and synthesis of specifications of the class
of Generalized Reactivity(1) formulae (gr(1)). The gr(1)
fragment contains formulas of the form defined in Equ. 1
and thus the solution presented in [25] is good for our needs.
The solution for the problem of synthesis of gr(1) specifications is based on a reduction to a game structure played
between a system and an environment. The goal of the system is to satisfy the specification regardless of the actions of
the environment (that is, regardless of the choice of values
the environment assigns to the input variables). The game
solution uses a µ-calculus formulation that characterizes the
set of winning states for the system player and can be computed using a symbolic bdd-based polynomial (quadratic)
algorithm, that is an implementation of the nested fixpoint
in the µ-calculus formulation (see [10, 25]).
If for every initial assignment to environment variables,
there exists a winning strategy for the system player, we
know that the specification is realizable. If the specification
is realizable, the game solution can be used to produce a
correct-by-construction controller, which follows a winning
strategy.
Finally, as noted by [25] and shown in case studies [2,
3], many specifications written in practice can be rewritten
to the gr(1) format, including response properties of the
form
(p →
q), the past fragment of ltl, and many
additional interesting cases.
Our work uses a fragment of the gr(1) fragment of ltl
and the synthesis algorithm given in [25].

1

2
also known as the temporal semantics of just discrete systems (jds) [17].

Base System

Definition 2 (Base system).
e
s
A base system is a discrete system B = hVB = VB
∪ VB
, θB ,
ρB i consisting of the following components:

Definition 1.
Let X be a set of input variables, and Y be a set of output
variables. We define the following fragment of ltl formulae2 of the form
ϕ : ϕi ∧ ϕt ∧ ϕg

LANGUAGE DEFINITION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

MODULE ExamService
VARENV -- envrinoment variables
evalExam : { pass , fail };
newStudent : boolean ;
VAR
-- system variables
state : { wait , welcome , inExam , diploma ,
failed , exit };
INIT
state = wait ;
TRANS
(( state = wait ) -> ( ( next ( state ) = wait ) |
( newStudent & next ( state ) = welcome ) ) ) &
(( state = welcome ) -> ( next ( state ) = inExam ) ) &
(( state = inExam )
-> ( ( next ( state ) = diploma &
next ( evalExam ) = pass
) |
( next ( state ) = failed &
next ( evalExam ) = fail ) )
) &
(( state = diploma ) -> ( next ( state ) = exit ) ) &
(( state = failed ) -> ( next ( state ) = exit ) ) &
(( state = exit ) -> ( next ( state ) = wait ) ) ;

Listing 1: The code for the ExamService base system
Roughly, when a new student comes, the service may leave
the waiting state, show a welcome screen, and start the
exam. The student may fail or pass the exam, after which
the service moves to the exit state and back to waiting for a
new student. The environment controls the input variables
evalExam and newStudent. The system itself has another
variable, state, specifying its current state. The transition

e
VA
are defined following the keyword VARENV, and each variable is prefixed by an identifing keyword ext or new. The
s
system’s variables VA
are defined following the keyword VAR,
and each variable is prefixed by an identifing keyword ext or
new. The aspect’s new transitions ρA are defined following
the keyword TRANS, and the ltl specification LsA is defined
following the keyword LTLSPEC.
To continue our example, we show two ltl aspects. The
first ltl aspect, called Tuition, handles a security concern:
it prevents new students who have not paid their tuition
from taking an exam and instead redirects them to the exit
state where it shows them a relevant message. The code for
this aspect is shown in List. 2.

system of B is defined in the TRANS section of the smv file,
using a conjunction of symbolically defined transitions. For
example, lines 14-18 specify that whenever state = inExam,
the next state may be state = diploma or state = failed,
based on the value of the environment controlled input variable evalExam. Note that the base system is not deterministic: when it is waiting and a new student comes, it can
either stay in waiting state or move to the welcome state.
This forms an abstraction for a set of states whose details
are not yet specified.
Fig. 1 shows a state diagram for the base system, projected onto the state variable.

1
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4
5
6
7
8
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10
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ASPECT Tuition
VARENV -- envrinoment variables
new tuition : boolean ;
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { wait , welcome , exit };
new showTuition : boolean ;
TRANS
-- adding a transition from wait directly
-- to exit if the tuition was not paid .
( state = wait & next ( state ) = exit &
! tuition & next ( showTuition ) ) ;
LTLSPEC
-- there is no transition from wait to
-- welcome if the tuition was not paid .
[] ( !( state = wait & ! tuition &
next ( state ) = welcome ) ) ;

Listing 2: The Tuition ltl aspect
Figure 1: A state diagram for the ExamService base
system (semi-formal, not all variables shown)

3.2

LTL Aspects

Definition 3 (ltl aspect).
s
e
, θA , ρA , LsA i
∪VA
An ltl aspect is a structure A = hVA = VA
consisting of the following components:
e
e
consists
: A finite set of Boolean variables. VA
• VA
of environment variables defined at the base and are
eext
used in the aspect, denoted by VA
, and of new environment variables introduced by the aspect, denoted by
enew
VA
.
s
s
: A finite set of Boolean variables. VA
consists of
• VA
system variables defined at the base and are used in the
sext
aspect, denoted by VA
, and of new system variables
snew
.
introduced by the aspect, denoted by VA

• θA : An assertion over VA characterizing initial values
added by A.
0
• ρA : An assertion over VA ∪ VA
characterizing transitions added by A.

• LsA : The aspect’s ltl specification given as a formula
in the form of Equ. 1 over the variables in VA .
Any or all the components may be empty. If LsA is not specified it is considered to be true.
The concrete syntax to describe an ltl aspect is an smvlike syntax defined as follows. A new keyword ASPECT replaces the root keyword MODULE. The environment variables

The aspect declares the base variables that are used in
it (in this case, state) and introduces two new variables,
tuition for the environment and showTuition for the system. In the TRANS section, the aspect adds a transition
from wait to exit with the special showTuition, for the
case where the tuition was not paid. The aspect’s LTLSPEC
section specifies a ‘safety’ formula: there will never be a
transition from wait to welcome if tuition is not paid.
The Tuition ltl aspect can be categorized as a weakly
invasive aspect [16]: it restricts the behavior of the base
system by removing transitions, and it adds transitions, but
only between states that were reachable in the original base
system. The effect of weaving it with the base system is
illustrated (semi-formally) in Fig. 2.
A second example ltl aspect, called Availability, handles the service’s availability concern: it specifies that whenever a new student is present when the system is waiting,
eventually the system will welcome the student. The code
for this aspect is shown in List. 3. The aspect’s LTLSPEC
section specifies a response formula, stating that globally,
whenever a new student is presented and the system is in
wait state, eventually the system will visit the welcome
state.
The Availability ltl aspect neither adds new transitions nor explicitly restricts other transitions. However, its
ltl specification may (implicitly) lead the system to choose
some transitions over others.
Definition 4 (AspectLTL specification).
An AspectLTL specification is a structure S = hB, Ai where
B is a base system and A = {A1 , A2 , .., Ak } is a set of ltl
aspects.

4.

WEAVING LTL ASPECTS

Given an AspectLTL specification, the goal of the weaving
is to produce an implementation (if one exists). ltl aspects
weaving consists of three steps: composition of game structure to model the AspectLTL implementation, checking realizability to determine whether there exists an AspectLTL
implementation, and strategy extraction to produce an AspectLTL implementation (synthesis).

4.1

Figure 2: The ExamService base and the Tuition ltl
aspect (semi-formal, not all variables shown)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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10
11

ASPECT Availability
VARENV -- envrinoment variables
ext newStudent : boolean ;
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { wait , welcome };
LTLSPEC
-- if the environment sends students ,
-- eventually the system accepts them and
-- move to welcome state .
[] ( ( state = wait & newStudent )
-> <> ( state = welcome ) ) ;

Listing 3: The Availability ltl aspect
We omit obvious syntactic constraints, type checking, and
name space issues, e.g., that for all Ai ∈ A, the external
s
are indeed defined by the base system, i.e.,
variables of VA
eext
that VA ⊆ VB , and that the domains of these variables,
as defined in the aspects, are subdomains of the variables
domains as defined in the base.

3.3

Semantics

Definition 5 (AspectLTL implementation).
A discrete system C = hVC , θC , ρC i is an implementation of
an AspectLTL specification S = hB, Ai iff the following hold:
S
• VC = VB ∪ A∈A VA
W
• θC is an initial state satisfying θB ∨ A∈A θA
• ρ
WC is a subset of the transition relation satisfying ρB ∨
A∈A ρA
S
e
e
• C is deterministic with respect to VB
∪ A∈A VA
V
• Each run of C satisfies A∈A LsA .
Note that a specification defines no order between its aspects and indeed, the semantics of AspectLTL defined above
is agnostic to aspect order.
Definition 6 (AspectLTL realizability).
An AspectLTL specification is realizable iff it has an implementation.

Composition of Aspect Game Structure

The input for the aspect game construction is an AspectLTL specification. Given an AspectLTL specification
S = hB, Ai, the composition of S is the game structure GA
B,
made of the following components:
S
• V = VB ∪ A∈A VA , i.e., all variables declared by the
base system and all the aspects.
S
e
e
• X = VB
∪ A∈A VA
, i.e., all environment (input) variables declared by the base and all the aspects.
S
s
s
• Y = VB
∪ A∈A VA
, i.e., all system (output) variables
declared by the base and all the aspects.
• θe = true.
 V
W
• θs = θB ∨ A∈A θA ∧ A∈A LsA,i , where LsA,i is a
conjunction of all i parts of LsA (part (i) in Defn. 1).
• ρe = true.
 V
W
• ρs = ρB ∨ A∈A ρA ∧ A∈A LsA,t , where LsA,t is a
conjunction of all t parts of LsA (part (ii) in Defn. 1).
V
• ϕ = A∈A LsA,g , where LsA,g is a conjunction of all g
parts of LsA (part (iii) in Defn. 1).
The game structure composition is implemented using
standard bdd-based operations. Its complexity, i.e., the
number of bdd operations, is linear to the number of input aspects.

4.2

Checking Realizability

Given an aspect game structure, checking realizability
amounts to solving the game, that is, to checking who is
winning, the system or the environment. Technically, this is
done using a µ-calculus formulation that characterizes the
set of winning states for the system player. It is computed
using a symbolic bdd-based polynomial (quadratic) algorithm, that is an implementation of the nested fixpoint in
the µ-calculus formulation (see [25]).
In our example, it is easy to see that the specification
S = hExamService, {Tuition}i is realizable, since all states
of the system player defined in the aspect game structure
and reachable from the initial states are winning for the
system: there is no additional liveness requirement to take
care of, so as long as the system does not get stuck, it will
win.
The specification S = hExamService, {Availability}i is
realizable too. Again all reachable states defined in the aspect game structure are wining for the system player, although it needs to be careful, to indeed move to the welcome
state infinitely often (and not stay in the wait state forever),
so it will satisfy the response property of Availability.
Interestingly however, the AspectLTL specification
S = hExamService, {Tuition, Availability}i is not realizable, since the initial wait state is not winning for the

system: an environment that sends infinitely many students
such that only finite number of them have paid their tuition,
will force the system not to visit the welcome state infinitely
often, and thus to violate its specification.
To ‘fix’ that, we suggest another, more general, version for
the Availability aspect, AvailabilityNotWait, where we
fix the LTLSPEC to read:
((state = wait & newStudent)
→ (state ! = wait)), forcing the system to leave the wait
state but not necessarily visit the welcome state. With this
new version of the aspect we have that the specification
S = hExamService, {Tuition, AvailabilityNotWait}i is realizable.
If the specification is realizable, we extract one winning
strategy from it and present it as an executable automaton
(see next). Otherwise, if the AspectLTL specification is not
realizable, further analysis can be done to investigate the
reason for failure (see Sec. 7).

0

4.3

tem. The aspect is responsible for logging the details of students that fail the exam, when they exit the system. The
AspectLTL code for FailuresLogging appears in List. 4.
1
2
3
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5
6
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9
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Listing 4: The FailuresLogging ltl aspect

In many cases, there may be more than one winning strategy for the system. For example, a winning strategy for the
AspectLTL specification S = hExamService, {Availability}i
may advance from wait to welcome only after taking some
self transitions in the wait state: as long as it eventually
moves to the welcome state the strategy will satisfy the specification.
We thus arbitrarily extract one winning strategy from the
game solution. The extracted strategy induces a deterministic and complete discrete system (a controller) whose all
runs are guaranteed to meet the specification, hence, it is
indeed an implementation of the AspectLTL specification,
as required.
Given the controller’s representation, we can create an
interactive program that simulates it: the program waits
for assignments to input variables from the user (or from
another program), advances its internal representation of
the automaton accordingly, then again waits for the next
assignment to input variables, and so on and so forth, ad
infinitum. Indeed, our prototype implementation generates
a correct-by-construction Java code for such an interactive
program, so that the engineer can actually run it (see Sec. 8).

The proof of this theorem follows our construction of the
aspect game structure and requires technical details appearing in [25]. We omit it from this version of the paper.

5.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES

In addition to the two ltl aspects presented in the previous sections, we now provide several other aspects that
demonstrate various features of AspectLTL. The aspects relate to the ExamService base system of List. 1 discussed in
the previous sections.

5.1

Logging is modeled using a new system variable named
logFail. The aspect uses a past formula (with the previous
operator
ϕ written ( )), because the failure information
is available in the failed state but needs to be logged in the
exit state.
Note that FailuresLogging is very simple: it neither restricts the behavior of the base system in any way nor adds
new states or transitions. It can be categorized as a spectative aspect [16].



Strategy Extraction (Synthesis)

Theorem 1 (Correctness).
Given an AspectLTL specification S, the composition and
synthesis process described above yields an implementation
of S iff S is realizable.

ASPECT F ai l ur es Lo g gi ng
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { failed , exit };
new logFail : boolean ;
LTLSPEC
-- logFail iff the previous state was
-- failed and the current state is exit
! logFail &
[] ((( _ ) ( state = failed ) & state = exit )
<-> logFail ) ;
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A logging aspect

The following example demonstrates the use of AspectLTL
for logging, a ‘classical’ use of aspects.
Consider a very simple ltl aspect named FailuresLogging,
intended to work as a logger for the ExamService base sys-

5.2

Adding exceptional behavior and choosing
between futures

The following example demonstrates the power of AspectLTL correct-by-construction weaving to resolve possible
non-trivial aspect interferences.
The ltl aspect AllowQuitting shown in List. 5 specifies
the addition of exceptional behavior: at any time during
the run, the student who uses the exam service may ask the
system to cancel. Moreover, the aspect specifies that when
the user asks to cancel, the system will set quit to true.
A new transition expression is added to specify that when
quit is true, the system can move to the wait state.
ASPECT AllowQuitting
VARENV -- envrinoment variables
new cancel : boolean ;
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { wait };
new quit : boolean ;
TRANS
-- when quit is set , adding transition from
-- anywhere to wait
( quit & next ( state ) = wait ) ;
LTLSPEC
-- if moving to wait then resetting quit
[] (( next ( state ) = wait ) -> ! next ( quit ) ) &
-- otherwise ,
[] ( next ( state ) != wait
-- if cancel request , then quit
- >(( next ( cancel ) -> next ( quit ) ) &
-- if no cancel request , then idle
(! next ( cancel ) -> next ( quit ) = quit ) ) ) &
-- if quit is set , then eventually moving
-- to wait
[] ( quit -> <> ( state = wait ) ) ;

Listing 5: The AllowQuitting ltl aspect
Note that the addition of the behavior, from quit to the
wait state, in the TRANS section of the aspect, is done symbolically: explicit individual states are not mentioned in the

transition definition; one short formula covers a set of new
concrete transitions. Note also that the augmented system
is now non-deterministic: if the user asks to cancel, the system sets the quit variable, but then it may move to the
wait state next or sometime in the future (as expressed in
the LTLSPEC section of the aspect). An implementation may
choose not to move to the wait state immediately, and it
will be correct as long as it gets there eventually.
One ‘problem’ with this aspect, from a requirements point
of view, is that the system may allow the student to cancel
after she has seen the exam but without having her grade
recorded. Obviously, this is not acceptable. The next aspect, named ExamProtection (shown in List. 6), ensures
that this will indeed not happen: it specifies that when the
system is in the inExam state, eventually it will be in the
exit state and it will not quit to the wait state since it has
started the exam in the welcome state.
1
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ASPECT ExamP rotectio n
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { wait , welcome , inExam , exit };
LTLSPEC
-- if we are in exam , then eventually we
-- will exit , and we won ’ t be in wait since
-- that exam .
[] ( state = inExam -> <> ( state = exit &
( state != wait Since state = welcome ) ) ) ;

In addition, the aspect adds a transition from the failed
state back to the inExam state, which is possible only when
the counter is less than 3 and the user has asked to retry.
Finally, the aspect specifies the conditions for initializing the
counter, incrementing it, and resetting it.
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ASPECT ExamCounter
VARENV -- envrinoment variables
new tryAgain : boolean ;
VAR
-- system variables
ext state : { welcome , inExam , failed };
new counter : {0 , 1 , 2 , 3}
TRANS
-- add transition from failed back to exam
( state = failed & next ( state ) = inExam &
( counter <3) & tryAgain ) ;
LTLSPEC
( counter =0) &
-- if taking new transition , then counter ++
[] ( ( state = failed & counter <3 & tryAgain )
-> ( next ( state ) = inExam &
next ( counter ) =( counter +1) ) ) &
-- if in welcome , then reseting conuter
[] ( state = welcome -> next ( counter ) =0 ) &
-- otherwise , leaving the counter as is
[] (!( state = welcome |
( state = failed & next ( state ) = inExam ) )
-> next ( counter ) = counter ) ;

Listing 7: The ExamCounter ltl aspect

Listing 6: The ExamProtection ltl aspect
Consider the aspect game structure for the specification
S = hExamService, {AllowQuitting, ExamProtection}i,
when the system state is inExam and the environment (user)
has set cancel to true. In this game position, the quit
variable must be true, so the system player has the option
whether or not to move to the wait state. However, while
the transition to the wait state is indeed possible, if the
system player chooses it, the resulting game state will be
winning for the environment player: from this game state,
the environment player can force the system to violate the
specification, by sending a new student and waiting for the
system to eventually reach the exit state. The specification
of ExamProtection will eventually be violated because the
system will visit the wait state on the way from inExam to
exit.
Indeed, when computing the solution to the aspect game
structure, the synthesis algorithm will find out that this
state is winning for the environment and thus will not include the transition to it in the system’s winning strategy.
Note that this kind of reasoning relays on the µ-calculus
nested fixpoint algorithm’s ability to ‘look ahead’ and ‘backtrack’ when marking game states as winning for the system
player or the environment player.
This example shows the power of AspectLTL correct-byconstruction weaving to resolve possible non-trivial aspect
interferences.

5.3

Adding a bounded loop

Finally, an example for adding a behavior in the form of
a bounded loop.
The ltl aspect ExamCounter shown in List. 7 defines a
‘retry’ feature: a student who fails the exam may repeat
it up to 3 times. The aspect defines an environment controlled variable tryAgain (the user may choose whether to
try again or not), and a system controlled variable counter.

Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of weaving the ExamCounter
aspect to the base system.

Figure 3: The effect of weaving the ExamCounter aspect to the ExamService base system (semi-formal,
not all variables and transitions shown)

6.

LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS

In this section we discuss several extensions to the basic
version of AspectLTL presented in the previous sections.

6.1

Environment assumptions

An important, natural extension of the basic version of AspectLTL is the addition of environment assumptions. Rather
than requiring the system specification to hold in all environments, it is common to restrict the specification of open systems with assumptions on environment behavior. Roughly,

this results in an assume/guarantee style specification: if the
environment adheres to its specification (the assumptions),
the system must adhere to its specification (the guarantees).
The algorithms presented in [25] support this assume/guarantee style formula (the gr(1) fragment). In the reduction
given above we used these algorithms but just fixed the assumptions to be true, meaning no restrictions were specified
on the environment. Thus, it is indeed possible to extend AspectLTL with support for environment assumptions, based
on existing synthesis algorithms and while staying within
the polynomial complexity3 .
We now sketch the adaptation. Syntactically, the addition
of support for environment assumptions is implemented by
the addition of a new keyword LTLSPECENV, where a formula
of the form of Equ. 1 is placed, specifying what is assumed to
hold for the environment. In the weaving process, the aspect
game structure composition defined in Subsection 4.1 needs
to change. In particular, θe and ρe is not fixed to true, and
the winning condition formula ϕ includes expressions from
part (iii) in Defn. 1 of the formulae defined inside the new
LTLSPECENV sections.
Supporting assume/guarantee specification enables the use
of richer and more realistic specifications. For lack of space
in this proceedings we omit the formalization and concrete
examples of this extension from this version of the paper.

6.2

Changing variable domains

The basic version of AspectLTL presented in this paper
allows aspects to access system and environment variables
(referring to the entire domain or to a locally defined subdomain of each variable), and to introduce new system and
environment variables. However, it does not allow an aspect
to change the domain of existing system or environment variables.
The effect of changing the domain of a variable can be simulated by introducing new variables and creating dependencies between the new variables and the existing ones. Thus,
formally, adding this feature to AspectLTL does not increase
the language’s expressive power. Still, in some cases, it may
be more elegant to directly change the domain of a variable:
other aspects, which may be co-weaved with the augmented
base system, will ‘see’ the new domain rather than the original one. They will be able to use the new domain without
being ‘aware’ that it was redefined by another aspect.
Changing the domain of an existing variable may be viewed
as a variant of static crosscutting, adapted to AspectLTL. It
needs to be used with care, but it does create an opportunity
for cleaner end results.

6.3

Visibility and scope

It is useful to extend AspectLTL with notions of variable
visibility and scope.
For example, allow the base system to distinguish between
variables that are public and can be accessed by aspects, and
variables that are private and cannot be accessed by aspects.
3
We choose not to include environment assumptions in the
basic AspectLTL version presented above, so as to keep it
simpler and more intuitive to understand. The full extent
of the gr(1) fragment may be viewed as carrying with it
a somewhat counter-intuitive interpretation with respect to
natural programming constructs. In order to consider it,
one would have to rigorously define a gray area in which
programming is still natural while allowing assumptions on
the environment.

The definition of AspectLTL in Sec. 3 assumes all variables
are public.
Moreover, it is useful to define a notion of scope, whereby
the access to base or environment variables is done using imported name spaces or explicitly with fully qualified names
(e.g., base.state). The definition of AspectLTL in Sec. 3
assumes a single, global name space.
Such notions of visibility and scope allow structural modularity, information hiding, and aspect reuse, offering ways
to better manage large AspectLTL specifications. We omit
the formalization of these features from this version of the
paper.

6.4

Join point model

An aspect language has a join point model (jpm), which
defines the points where an aspect may interfere with a base,
how these points may be specified, and how the additional
aspect behavior is defined.
In AspectLTL we have defined a very general and permissive jpm. We allow new transitions to be added at any
state of the base system: all states are possible join points,
pointcuts are not specified explicitly, and advice is divided
between the explicit transitions added in the TRANS section
and the more implicit restrictions defined in the LTLSPEC
section.
Note the unique characteristics of AspectLTL in this sense.
The “advice” of ltl aspects has not only local and specific
effect to explicitly defined points along the execution, but
also a global, temporal and general effect on ongoing, infinite
executions.
Nevertheless, one may consider a more restrictive jpm,
which would force the engineer to explicitly define the states
in the base system where an aspect’s new transitions should
‘start from’ (using pointcuts) and the states where the aspect transitions end and return to the base (using return
points) (such a restricted jpm was used in [12] in the context of aspects model-checking). Note that these pointcuts
and return points may still be defined symbolically, that is,
using expressions that define a set of states, not a single
state.
We see no major difficulty in introducing such a restricted
jpm to AspectLTL. Having it may be useful when reducing
other (aspect) languages into AspectLTL (see 7.2).

7.

DISCUSSION OF ADVANCED TOPICS

We now discuss several advanced topics and future work
directions related to AspectLTL and its possible applications.

7.1

Expressive power and complexity

The expressive power of aspects, to specify behavior and
to manipulate a base program, is an important issue in the
design of aspect languages. We have shown how AspectLTL
enables the specification and enforcement of liveness and
safety concerns, as well as the addition of new behaviors,
covering spectative, regulate, and invasive aspects [16].
Formally, the basic version of AspectLTL presented in this
paper supports part of the gr(1) fragment of ltl, limited to
system specifications in the form of Equ.1. The gr(1) fragment supports specifications of the form ϕ → ψ where ϕ and
ψ are both in the form of Equ.1 (that is, the addition of environment assumptions, see subsection 6.1). A conjunction of
gr(1) specifications, called a gr(k) specification, is at the

top of the hierarchical classification of ltl properties presented in chapter 4 of [22]. That is, every ltl specification
can be transformed into gr(k) (albeit with non-elementary
complexity).
The general case for synthesis from ltl specifications is
2EXPTIME-complete [28] (however, solving a gr(k) game
is exponential in k [24]). As shown in [25], synthesis from
the gr(1) fragment is polynomial. As AspectLTL weaving
is limited to the gr(1) fragment (even with the addition
of environment assumpotions), it uses efficient bdd-based
symbolic algorithms. It is linear to the number of aspects
in the specification and polynomial (quadratic) to the state
space.

welcome state infinitely often, and thus to violate its specification. The reversing roles process described above is able
to synthesize this environment strategy.
A related technique for the debugging of unrealizable AspectLTL specifications is the computation of an unrealizable
core [6]. An unrealizable core is a minimal subset of the
specification that is unrealizable (note that there could be
several such cores). Presenting an unrealizable core to the
user may be viewed as a form of program slicing, allowing
to localize the cause of bugs. The larger the specification,
in terms of the number of ltl aspects involved, the more
critical the computation of the core becomes.

7.2

Traceability, the ability to trace a systems requirements
from the specification to the implementation, is an important issue in software engineering. In particular, the use of
an aspect language poses opportunities and challenges for
traceability.
In the context of AspectLTL, traceability would mean the
ability to identify, for each transition of the generated controller, whether it is defined by the base system or by one of
the aspects, and, in case of non-deterministic choice in the
initial or intermediate outcomes, which aspect specification
led the strategy to choose one of the possible transitions over
the others.
Recalling our examples again, in the AspectLTL specification S = hExamService, {Tuition, AvailabilityNotWait}i,
the transition from wait to exit should be traced back to
the Tution aspect, and the transition from wait to welcome
should be attributed both to the base system and to the
AvailabilityNotWait ltl aspect.
We believe that such traceability features can be implemented, automatically, by programmatically adding supportive variables (during the composition of the aspect game
structure), which are not necessary for the controller generation but will ‘label’ its transitions with the required information. We leave the formalization, automation, and userinterface presentation of this feature to future work.

Reducing other languages into AspectLTL

One may consider using AspectLTL to produce correctby-construction controllers from programs written in other
languages. Given the high expressive power of AspectLTL,
we believe it would be possible to define a semantics preserving translation from, e.g., a variant of AspectJ [18] annotated with aspect’s pre/post conditions, into AspectLTL,
and use AspectLTL weaving to reason about the alternative
weaving orders or to directly produce the final executable
artifact.
Such a translation requires the extraction of finite state
machine models from the base java program and from the
AspectJ aspects (which may be done automatically using a
tool like Bandera [7]). It may also require the restriction of
AspectLTL join point model to pointcuts and advice similar
to the ones of AspectJ (see subsection 6.4).
As an example, AspectLTL weaving may be used in this
case to find a non-conflicting advice execution order in case
of ambiguities that result in possible interferences, or to
prove that any weaving order will not satisfy the aspects
specifications. Moreover, it may be possible to use ltl aspects directly on the finite state machine model extracted
from the base Java program, regardless of the use of AspectJ.

7.3

Debugging unrealizable specifications

The examples we have shown in previous sections demonstrated the power of AspectLTL’s weaving process to identify possible interferences or conflicts between ltl aspects
and solve them, if possible, so as to generate a controller
that implements the specification. In particular, see the example in Sec. 5.2.
When an AspectLTL specification is not realizable, a controller is not generated. In this case, one may be interested
in debugging the specification, in order to identify and understand the reason for unrealizability.
One possible way to debug an unrealizable specification
may be based on counterstrategies [20]. By reversing the
roles of the system and the environment in the synthesis
game, we are able to generate winning strategies for the environment. Following these strategies shows exactly how any
generated system can be forced by an (adverse) environment
to violate the system specifications.
Recalling the example ltl aspects presented in Sec. 3
and discussed in subsection 4.2, we explained that the AspectLTL specification S = hExamService, {Tuition, Availability}i is not realizable: an environment that sends infinitely many students such that only finite number of them
have paid their tuition, will force the system not to visit the

7.4

8.

Traceability

IMPLEMENTATION

AspectLTL is supported by a prototype Eclipse plug-in,
which we have developed on top of Jtlv [29], a framework
for the development of verification algorithms, using bddbased symbolic mechanisms. The default underlying bdd
package used is cudd [31]. We used this prototype implementation to define several AspectLTL specifications (including the examples we presented in this paper), to weave
them, and to run the generated implementations.
The plug-in implements Eclipse editors for AspectLTL
base and aspect formats, including syntax coloring etc. It allows the engineer to check the realizability of an AspectLTL
specification, to synthesize, and to output the synthesis result. The result is presented to the engineer in either a plain
text format, or in a generated code, consisting of an interactive Java program. The generated program simulates the
system’s winning strategy: it asks the user for values for
the input variables, advances its internal representation of
the automaton accordingly, then again waits for the next
assignment to input variables, and so on and so forth, ad
infinitum.
Thanks to the use of bdds and the algorithms of [25], the
complexity of AspectLTL composition and synthesis is lin-

ear to the number of aspects and polynomial (quadratic)
to the state space. Hence, performance is not expected to
be a major problem, at least up to medium scale designs.
For example, the composition and synthesis of a specification that consists of the example base system ExamService
and all 6 example ltl aspects we have presented in this paper, takes about 3.5 seconds on a standard laptop machine.
Out of these, parsing, bdd factory setup, and compositions
take approximately 0.1 seconds, realizability check takes approximately 0.5 seconds, and the remaining approximately
3 seconds are used for the strategy extraction and Java code
generation. Further performance experiments with larger
case studies are left for future work.

9.

RELATED WORK

We now discuss related studies in the area of specifying
and modeling aspects using ltl or state machines and in
the area of composition and program synthesis.
Goldman and Katz [12] model an aspect using an smv-like
format and describe a modular verification technique, based
on model checking, allowing one to prove the correctness of
an aspect once, for all base systems satisfying the aspect’s
assumption about the systems it may be woven to. The aspect advice is described using a state machine. Pointcuts
and return states are described using ltl expressions (however, pointcuts can only use current-state expressions, past
ltl syntax is not supported). Their work is extended in [15]
to support strongly-invasive aspects.
Krishnamurthi et al. [21] model a program’s control-flow
graph as a state machine, model an advice as another state
machine, and specify pointcuts using a (restricted form of)
regular expressions. They show how ctl properties that
were proved to hold for the base program can be proved to
hold for the augmented program in a modular way, without
analyzing the entire system every time a developer changes
an advice.
The above mentioned works use the temporal specification
or state machine of the aspect as a means towards a modelchecking based proof of aspects correctness. Other works
translate ltl properties into corresponding monitors written
using aspect code (e.g., in AspectJ), as a means for ltl
runtime verification (see, e.g., [13, 32]).
In contrast to the above lines of work, we use an ltl characterization of aspects as an input for a composition and
synthesis process. Rather than static or runtime verification,
our primary goal is to produce a correct-by-construction executable system. Moreover, AspectLTL features a more general and permissive joint point model, not limited apriori
to AspectJ-like pointcuts and advice. Our method solves
the possible conflicts or interferences between the specified
aspects, if indeed a solution to these conflicts exists. If a solution does not exist, a static debugging mechanism may be
used to uncover the reasons for the conflicts (see Sec. 7.3).
We are not aware of any other work that uses an ltl charaterization of aspects, or an ltl-based aspect language like
AspectLTL, for the purpose of correct-by-construction aspect weaving.
It is important to distinguish AspectLTL synthesis from
other forms of composition and program synthesis that have
attracted research attention in recent years. Correct composition of features (see, e.g., [8, 14, 33]), for example, is
typically discussed at the level of safe type checking, and
not at the level of the actual semantics of the features in-

volved: features can be composed if the resulting program
is type-safe and compiles, not if its semantics (in terms of
input/output or event sequences) indeed complies with each
of the features’ specifications.
Dependencies between features are typically expressed using logical constraints at the level of the feature model (e.g.,
“if feature A is included, feature B must not be included”).
Feature models may be the subject of formal analysis (see,
e.g., [23, 34]). In contrast, in AspectLTL, in addition to
type safety, correct composition and synthesis depends on
the actual semantics of the ltl aspects specifications. Moreover, dependencies between ltl aspects are not provided by
the designer. Instead, they are automatically and implicitly
deduced from the actual aspect code during the synthesis
process. Thus, indeed, AspectLTL synthesis is very different and complementary to these approaches.

10.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented AspectLTL, a temporal-logic based language
for the specification and implementation of crosscutting concerns. AspectLTL enables the modular declarative specification of expressive concerns, covering the addition of new
behaviors, as well as the specification of safety and liveness
properties. Moreover, given an AspectLTL specification,
consisting of a base system and a set of aspects, AspectLTL
comes with a composition and synthesis-based weaving process, whose output is a correct-by-construction executable
artifact. We formally defined the syntax and semantics of
AspectLTL, presented several example ltl aspects, and described a prototype implementation that supports the new
language.
AspectLTL is an aspect language, as it indeed provides
quantification and obliviousness [11]. The use of the symbolic interpretation provides quantification: unitary and separate statements have effect in many non-local places in the
system. Obliviousness is supported, as the base system does
not have to be specifically prepared to receive the enhancements defined by the ltl aspects.
Several future work directions were discussed already in
Sec. 7, among them: implementing a debugger based on
counterstrategies for better interference analysis, and defining reductions from other languages into AspectLTL.
Additional future work directions follow.
First, to make the writing of AspectLTL aspects more
human-firendly and the resulting text more human-readable,
we plan to define a set of specification patterns that can
be used inside ltl aspects specifications as macros (syntactic sugars) (as in, e.g., [9]). For example, supporting
an idle keyword, idle(v1 , v2 , . . . , vk ) as a syntactic sugar
for &ki=1 next(vi ) = vi , or a loop keyword to iterate at a
given state up to a finite number of times. Note that we already support several such patterns, e.g., the response pattern
(ϕ →
ψ), and that the implementation of such
patterns in the context of our synthesis algorithm requires
a transformation to the format of Equ. 1, hence it is not
straightforward and may require the automatic implicit addition of helper variables.
Second, we plan to investigate ltl aspects reuse. Some of
the example ltl aspects we have presented are specific to the
ExamService base system, but others are relatively generic
and may be useful when weaved with many base systems.
Better support for reuse may include mechanisms for defining parameterized ltl aspects, with more generic mappings

0

1

(bindings) between aspect and base variables, and means to
specify aspect’s assumptions about the base systems it may
be woven to (which can be verified prior to composition and
synthesis).
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